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Monitor your network traffic to prevent unauthorized access to your personal and confidential information. Internet Traffic Agent supports a wide range of options for advanced filtering, including the capability to track real-time data and to automatically capture the IP addresses of connected computers. In addition, the software provides you with a convenient interface that lets you create and manage your filters. A detailed
list of supported filters and options is available from the app. Key features: * Customize filters to monitor network traffic * Manage filters with the detailed list * View captured IP addresses in real-time * Manage traffic statistics with the filtering options * Automatically capture the IP addresses of connected computers * Generate traffic reports for the captured IP addresses * Customize the interface for Internet Traffic
Agent * Switch between auto-start and manual mode * Hide the program to prevent its loading at the system startup * Check for updates in the background * Save traffic reports to CSV, HTML or PDF files * Sort the captured IP addresses and history * Define the frequency for database saving * Define the storage time for saved data * Select the separator for saving reports * Change the measurement unit for showing the
sent and received traffic * View the network adapters available * Configure Internet Traffic Agent's interface * View the program's application * Select the desired program's icon for taskbar autohiding * Monitor network traffic and update it to the clipboard * Work with PDF documents * Manage the registry keys * Create reports from pre-defined filters * Download updates and improvements for free * Capture the IP
addresses of connected computers * Filter out the IP addresses with a static IP * Filter out the IP addresses with a custom IP * Filter out the IP addresses with a MAC address * Filter out the IP addresses with an IP version * Filter out the IP addresses with a specific port * Filter out the IP addresses with the "any" port * Filter out the IP addresses with a specific user-defined protocol * Filter out the IP addresses with a
specific user-defined application * Filter out the IP addresses with a specific port and application * Filter out the IP addresses with a specific user-defined connection protocol * Filter out the IP addresses with a specific user-defined connection protocol * Filter out the IP addresses with a specific user-defined connection protocol * Filter out the IP addresses with a specific user-defined protocol * Filter out the IP addresses
with
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An all-in-one macro software that has become a must-have utility for those who use and work with video, audio and all digital media.KEYMACRO features: No installation, works directly from your USB device. Flexible Macro Editor: you can add, edit and delete any macro. Create custom macros to automate actions: record all the texts you speak, check and correct names, recognize and copy pictures and text from
websites. Share macros between your PC and mobile devices using the Online Store, or with other people. Manage the Online Store via a web browser. Macro text can be copied to clipboard directly. Manage shortcuts. Store up to 50 custom macros. Enhance videos with text. Customize the design of your shortcuts. Convert YouTube videos and more. Convert SoundCloud music files. Create Video Coverages. Insert special
characters to texts. Convert text to video and audio. Create Video Highlights. Runs on Microsoft Windows. License: Personal or CommercialUse: Personal only Xilisoft Video Converter is a powerful video conversion software which has been designed to help you convert video to MP4, AVI, MPEG, VOB, WMV, MOV, 3GP, FLV and other popular video formats, which you can convert to popular video devices including
iPhone, iPad, iPod, PSP, Zune, Creative Zen, Zune HD, Nintendo DS, Sony PSP, cell phone, iPhone, iPad, iPod, Zune HD, PlayStation Portable, PSP, Samsung Tablet and Creative Zen, including the most popular portable video players, such as iPod Nano, iPod Shuffle, iPod Touch, Sony PSP, Samsung Tablet, Apple iPod Nano, Apple iPod Shuffle, Apple iPod Touch, Sony PSP and so on. The software is able to convert
the videos to MP3, AAC, MP4, MP3, M4A, WAV, WMA, OGG, FLAC, AIFF, APE, RA, M4V, MKV, MOD, MP2, AMR, AAC, AC3, CAF, DTS, DTS-HD, DTS-ES, DTS-ATRAC, EA, EAC, E-AC3, FLAC, FLAC-ID3, HLS, MP3, OGG, OGG-Vorbis, MP3, OGG, OGG-FLAC, OGG 81e310abbf
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The 3D Style Filter Manager is an advanced and customizable tool for you to check and adjust your current filter settings. It features strong customization and updating functions, plus an intuitive and convenient user interface. Main Features: • Customize the default style and save it as the default style. • Adjust filter settings such as font, font size, border size, filter background color and others according to your personal
preferences. • Add or remove styles you want, or adjust the current styles. • Add and remove filters in the style settings or the default settings. • Preview the images and adjust filter settings such as font, font size, border size, filter background color and others. • Adjust style settings such as font, font size, border size, filter background color and others. • Adjust filter properties according to your needs, such as addition or
removal of filters, the order of the filters, or the order of the style names. • Add filters to your current filters and then filter by the style name. • Filter out undesirable results from the current filter. • Generate a PDF, XLS, CSV or HTML report from the saved filter list. • Highlight a particular style in the filter list to make the selected style stand out. • Apply to selected filters only. • Apply to selected pages only. • Apply to
selected styles only. • Apply to all pages. • Choose whether to store captured IP addresses in the database. • Choose whether to store captured data in the database. • Set up and save the location where IP addresses will be stored. • Download captured data and save it to the specified location. • Choose whether to display time for the color highlights. • Choose whether to display time for the filter list. • Adjust the background
color for the filter list. • Change the filter list title color. • Choose how to show the filter list. • Change the font size for the filter list. • Choose how to show the filter list. • Change the color for the filter list. • Choose the filter list border size. • Change the color of the filter list border. • Choose the list item border size. • Change the font color for the list item. • Choose the list item font size. • Change the background color for
the list item. • Choose the color of the filter list background. • Specify the color for the filter list background.

What's New in the Internet Traffic Agent?
Internet Traffic Agent is an advanced and approachable software utility made for monitoring network traffic based on user-defined filters. It lets you generate reports and customize a wide range of settings. Although it sounds complicated to work with, the app doesn't require heavy experience with networking tools. Setup and interface The installation procedure is fast. However, it needs to set up the WinPcap driver in
order to work properly (unless it already exists on the computer). Internet Traffic Agent is packed in a comfortable and well-structured interface which shows a list with filter names and addresses, along with sent, received and total packets. You can edit the properties of existing filters or remove them from the list. Create filters and compile network traffic reports New filters can be put together by filling out some simple
information, such as filter name, whether to store the captured hosts in the database or not, host type (local PC, custom IP or MAC address), in addition to IP and port filters to include or exclude. Internet Traffic Agent lets you clear IPs or history for any selected filters, suspend the monitor for either one, reset all filters, copy information to the Clipboard for closer examination, hide the window with captured IPs and
history, as well as generate traffic reports from any preferred filters, sort the captured IP addresses or history table according to various criteria (e.g. country, last update), and save them to CSV or HTML files. Configure program settings easily The app can be asked to run at every Windows startup until further notice and to minimize to the system tray area to become non-intrusive. It can automatically check for software
updates when it launches. What's more, you can select a different CSV separator when saving reports, change the measurement unit for showing sent and received traffic, view the network adapters available, modify the default frequency for database autosaving and storage time for keeping database records, as well as customize the interface when it comes to the grid lines and color highlights. Evaluation and conclusion It
worked smoothly throughout our evaluation, without causing the operating system to freeze, crash or prompt error dialogs. CPU and RAM consumption was low. Taking into account its intuitive and advanced options, Internet Traffic Agent proves to be a reliable assistant for monitoring network traffic and generating reports. Free to try. Buy a subscription and gain full access to all of our software, mobile apps and ecommerce websites for as long as your subscription lasts. You may cancel anytime. Learn more or contact us. Description: Internet Traffic Agent is an advanced and approachable software utility made for monitoring network traffic based on user-defined filters. It lets you generate reports and customize a wide range of settings. Although it sounds complicated to work with, the app doesn't require heavy experience with
networking tools. Setup and interface The installation procedure is fast. However, it needs to set up the WinPcap driver in order to work properly
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Windows 10 (64-bit) Processor: 1.7GHz Core i3, or equivalent Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD 4000 or better, or better DirectX: Version 11 Storage: 3 GB available space Recommended: Processor: 2.4GHz Core i5, or equivalent Memory: 4 GB RAM DirectX:
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